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Corporation Securities
1968 1/2 Ford Mustang
Project Mustang is a complete guide to restoring
America’s favorite muscle car, written by autorestoration guru Larry Lyles, a regular contributor to
Auto Restorer magazine. In this detailed 23-chapter
volume, Lyles walks the car owner from the in-depth
inspection of the vehicle and the beginning of the
teardown to re-covering the seats and replacing the
frame rail…and every step in between. The car
restored for the project in the book is a 1968
California Special Mustang. The chapter titles
themselves speak for what a straightforward DIY
manual Lyles has written, as he details the step-bystep procedure of bringing a very cool rod back to life.
Beginning the teardown, exterior and interior;
repairing the sheet metal, door, and deck up;
removing the major parts (driveshaft, engine,
transmission, front suspension, steering system, etc.);
removing old point and replacing rust floors; no-weld
rust repair; perfecting the metal; working with plastic
body filler; priming and sanding; refinishing the
components and underside, the door, interior, trunk,
and body; wiring the car and installing the doors;
applying the coatings, rebuilding the suspension, and
installing the brake lines; installing the vinyl top
cover, the headliner, and the glass; rebuilding and
installing the engine; installing the front sheet metal,
emblems, bumpers, stripes, carpet, and console; recovering the seats; and replacing the frame rails.
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Each step in every chapter is photographed as the
author progresses along, with captions to spell out
exactly what has to happen. The book offers helpful
advice about choice of tools and tips to make even
beginners feel confident about tackling the many
steps involved. With nearly forty years experience in
repairing, rebuilding, and restoring classic cars (and
lots of non-classic ones!), Lyles emphasizes the
reader’s need to organize his or her project by
determining the course of the project, researching
suppliers, making lists of parts and their conditions,
creating spreadsheets of estimated and actual costs,
and photographing each component as a reference
for later in case the restoration goes off track. Each
chapter ends with a “notes” page for the reader to
record his or her progress, making this manual a
practical workbook as well. When the reader gets to
the final pages of the book and reads the sections
“Start the Engine” and “Test Drive the Car,” there will
be a true sense of accomplishment. An appendix of
part suppliers and an index complete the book.

The MG Midget and Austin Healey Sprite
High Performance Manual
The Mustang GT/CS Recognition Guide & Owner's
Manual by Paul M. Newitt and licensed by Ford is a
hardbound, full color 224 page detailed story of the
limited-edition 1968 Ford Mustang--which was created
just for California. The story of how the CaliforniaCrazy car culture in the 1960s prompted the
marketing of Mustang's first factory-produced special
edition is described in incredible detail - from the
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inspiration of Shelby's "Little Red" coupe to the
development by Ford Design to become 4,118
GT/California Specials. The story continues with the
marketing plan by J.Walter Thompson and California's
Ford Dealer's Association to bring this Mustang to
market in the spring of 1968. A detailed account of
the GT/CS variant, the "High Country Special," sold in
the Denver sales district is also included. Detailed
production statistics, rare factory photos,
authentication, options, accessories, specific part
descriptions and comprehensive Concours restoration
information are covered, along with the complete
stories of the Shelby prototype coupes "Little Red,"
and the EXP-500 "Green Hornet." A separate chapter
is devoted to the development, prototypes and
production of the 2007-09 and 2011 GT/CS, and a
complete GT/CS Owner Registry of 1,300 cars with
photos rounds out the volume. Each book is
beautifully bound, signed and numbered. A very
special, limited edition for Mustang collectors!

Shelby Mustang
The entire history of America's original pony car, in its
full glory. Ford's Mustang is America's most iconic
pony car. According to many, it is the only vehicle
that really earned the title "pony car." This lavishly
illustrated work walks readers through Mustang's
50-plus years of continuous production - a rich and
varied history nearly unmatched in the automotive
world. From the first six-cylindered Mustang of
1964-1/2 through fire-breathing, world-beating Boss
and Shelby versions to today's all-new Mustang, The
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Complete Book of Mustang offers an in-depth look at
the prototypes and experimental models, the
anniversary and pace cars, and the specialty
packages for street and competition driving that have
made the Mustang an automotive legend for more
than a half century. Officially licensed and created in
cooperation with Ford and providing extensive details,
specs, and photographic coverage, this book is the
ultimate resource on America's best-loved pony car.
No muscle car enthusiast, motorsports fan, or car
collector will want to miss this book!

How to Build Max Performance 4.6 Liter
Ford Engines
After 20 years of glorious ‘failure’, the best-loved
team in Formula One is consigned to the history
books, and it deserves one of its own. Minardi had a
successful time in Formula Two until the tiny Italian
outfit was ready to hit the big time in 1985. It
somehow survived in F1’s shark-infested waters as
bigger teams (Lotus, Arrows, Tyrrell) were dragged
under. They have a truly international fan-base and
are the ‘second team’ of most F1 devotees. Minardi is
held in such affection as everyone loves the plucky
underdog – Minardi’s annual budget would have
lasted one month at the other Italian team up the
road. Yet, from its plant in Faenza near Bologna,
Minardi has produced cars that qualify, sometimes
score points and often lead the way in their
technology. Gian Carlo Minardi also developed a
reputation as a fabulous talent-spotter – Fisichella,
Trulli, Webber and the youngest ever World Champion
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Alonso all started their F1 careers with Minardi. For
the last five years, Minardi was owned by
controversial Australian tycoon Paul Stoddart. Cast as
David against the Goliath of F1’s governing body,
Stoddart constantly hit the headlines as he tried to
get a more equal share of the sport’s billions.
Ultimately, he failed and Red Bull has now bought the
team. Despite a petition of 15,000 names, the Minardi
name has vanished from the F1 grid and true
motorheads miss it. This is the one and only inside
account, with exclusive, comprehensive interviews
with bosses, drivers and engineers. 140 unique
photos complete this revalationary tale.

Ford Mustang I, 1964 1/2-1973
Ford's 4.6-liter-powered Mustang is the last remaining
"classic" muscle car in the world and is incredibly
popular with performance enthusiasts. More than
1,000,000 Mustangs have been built since 1996.
Covers all 4.6 and 5.4-liter "Modular" motors--Ford's
only V8 engine for Mustangs, fullsize cars, and light
trucks from 1996 to 2004.

How to Rebuild the Small-Block Ford
Covers all aspects of modifying the MG Midget and
Austin Healey Sprite for high performance. Includes
engine/driveline, suspension, brakes, and much more.
with 400 mainly colour photos and exclusive tuning
advice, this is a MUST for any Sprite or Midget owner.

Inside Shelby American
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A definitive history of Ford's Ferrari-beating GT40
sports racing car.

SU Carburettor High-Performance
Manual
Ford GT
In the late 1950s, a young John Morton was transfixed
with sports car racing. His dreams of competition
eventually led him to enroll, in 1962, in the Shelby
School of High Performance Driving. In a bold moment
after the last class, Morton asked Carroll Shelby if he
might come to work for the newly formed Shelby
American. The answer was “Yes, here's a broom.”
Thus ended Morton's college career and began his
long racing career. Over the next three years, Morton
would be a firsthand witness to the evolution of one of
the most iconic sports car builders and racing teams
of the 1960s. Inside Shelby American is his personal
account of a company overflowing with talent, from
designer Pete Brock to fabricator extraordinare Phil
Remington to drivers like Dan Gurney, Ken Miles, Bob
Bondurant, and Phil Hill. The cars were equally
captivating: AC Cobra, Mustang GT350, Ford GT,
Daytona Coupe. In this book, Morton’s story is
intertwined with the memories of other Shelby
staffers of the period, revealing through historic
photography and an untold perspective the rousing
story of America’s most legendary racer and car
builder.
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Forza Minardi!
Ford Mustang 94 thru 04. Does not include
information on independent rear
suspension/driveaxles on 99 & later Cobra models,
nor information on the 03 & 04 Cobra models.

Mustang Genesis
A step-by-step guide to building a Buggy, containing
details of equipment and techniques, as well as
guidance on the choice of donor car and new
components. Build any VW-based Dune Buggy
avoiding common pitfalls and expensive mistakes,
ending up with a superb, roadworthy multi-purpose
vehicle.

Project Mustang
Ground up or section by section, this guide will show
you how to restore your 1965-70 Mustang to like-new
condition. Packed with dozens of identification charts
and more than 450 photos and drawings. the guide
covers year-by-year equipment changes and
disassembly and assembly. A Mustang suppliers list is
a bonus.

Falcon-Fairlane XR, XT, XW, XY
Given the small cost of this book, you would be foolish
to spend thousands on an example of Citroën's classic
and iconic 2CV without taking it's expert advice
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Ford GT40
Haynes offers the best coverage for cars, trucks,
vans, SUVs and motorcycles on the market today.
Each manual contains easy to follow step-by-step
instructions linked to hundreds of photographs and
illustrations. Included in every manual:
troubleshooting section to help identify specific
problems; tips that give valuable short cuts to make
the job easier and eliminate the need for special tools;
notes, cautions and warnings for the home mechanic;
color spark plug diagnosis and an easy to use index.

Mustang Restoration Handbook
The Ford GT
Ford Mustang
Since 1991, the popular and highly modifiable Ford
4.6-liter has become a modern-day V-8 phenomenon,
powering everything from Ford Mustangs to handbuilt hot rods and the 5.4-liter has powered trucks,
SUVs, the Shelby GT500, and more. The wildly
popular 4.6-liter has created an industry unto itself
with a huge supply of aftermarket high-performance
parts, machine services, and accessories. Its design
delivers exceptional potential, flexibility, and
reliability. The 4.6-liter can be built to produce 300 hp
up to 2,000 hp, and in turn, it has become a favorite
among rebuilders, racers, and high-performance
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enthusiasts. 4.6-/5.4-Liter Ford Engines: How to
Rebuild expertly guides you through each step of
rebuilding a 4.6-liter as well as a 5.4-liter engine,
providing essential information and insightful detail.
This volume delivers the complete nuts-and-bolts
rebuild story, so the enthusiast can professionally
rebuild an engine at home and achieve the desired
performance goals. In addition, it contains a
retrospective of the engine family, essential
identification information, and component differences
between engines made at Romeo and Windsor
factories for identifying your engine and selecting the
right parts. It also covers how to properly plan a
4.6-/5.4-liter build-up and choose the best equipment
for your engine's particular application. As with all
Workbench Series books, this book is packed with
detailed photos and comprehensive captions, where
you are guided step by step through the disassembly,
machine work, assembly, start-up, break-in, and
tuning procedures for all iterations of the 4.6-/5.4-liter
engines, including 2-valve and 3-valve SOHC and the
4-valve DOHC versions. It also includes an easy-toreference spec chart and suppliers guide so you find
the right equipment for your particular build up.

The Complete Book of Ford Mustang
Author Steve Magnante is well known for his
encyclopedia-like knowledge of automotive facts. The
details he regularly shares, both in the pages of
national magazines and as a contributing host and
tech expert at the popular Barrett-Jackson Auctions on
television, are the kinds of details that car fanatics
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love to hear. Many feel that these facts are among
the highlights of television auction coverage, much
more interesting than the final hammer price. Steve
turns his attention to the most popular car in history,
the Ford Mustang. In more than 50 years, the
Mustang has taken many turns, from the original pony
car, to variants that are best described as pure
muscle cars, to the misunderstood Mustang II, to the
Fox-Body platform that revived the brand, all the way
to the modern Coyote- and Voodoo-powered
supercars. Magnante covers them all here, generation
by generation, so that Mustang fans of any generation
are sure to love this collection. Whether you're an
avid fan of all Mustangs, a trivia buff who wants to
stump your friends, or have a particular affinity for a
particular era of Mustangs, this book is an informative
and entertaining collection of facts from one of the
industry's most beloved and respected sources. Add
this copy to your collection today.

Chilton's Ford Mustang 1994-04 Repair
Manual
The Ford Escort MkII was a worthy successor to the
original MkI. It became Ford's most successful rally
car and the cars are still winning historic events
today. It brought new standards to the sport, inspiring
many others to copy it. Contains full details of every
'works' Escort MkII that went rallying, plus driver and
personality profiles, and detailed car evolution.

Citroën 2CV
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The seven original SAE papers from the 1960s
contained in this book provide a wonderful insight into
the development of the original Ford GT, during what
many consider to be the technically most interesting
period of sports car racing. These papers explain how
Ford engineers managed to meet numerous modernday requirements while staying true to the spirit of
the original.

Ford Cortina MK. II Repair Manual 1300 ;
1500 ; 1600 ; GT ; 1600 E from 1966-70
Building a Dune Buggy - The Essential
Manual
Haynes disassembles every subject vehicle and
documents every step with thorough instructions and
clear photos. Haynes repair manuals are used by the
pros, but written for the do-it-yourselfer.

Ford Escort RS1800
Vehicle Maintenance.

4.6L & 5.4L Ford Engines
BMW's GS series is one of the world's milestone
motorcycles and has been in production for over 25
years. It pioneered the 'adventure sport' category and
in many ways, it's the Range Rover of motorcycling.
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Ford Parts Interchange Manual,
1959-1970
Shelby Mustang details the entire story of these
fantastic cars, from the early prototypes built in
Shelby's Los Angeles shop to today's Ford-engineered
high-tech performers. Written by one of the world's
foremost authorities on Shelby automobiles, critically
acclaimed author Colin Comer, and with a foreword by
Lee Iacocca, the American automobile executive
credited with the successful development of the
Mustang, this is the definitive account of the Shelby.
When Ford wanted to toughen up its super-successful
new Mustang, they approached Carroll Shelby to give
it the performance image it so sorely lacked.
Beginning with a 1965 "K-Code" 289-cubic-inchpowered Mustang fastback, Shelby applied the same
formula that had made his Cobra sports cars such
devastating performers both on and off the track:
more horsepower, less weight, balanced handling.
The GT350 quickly established itself as a bonafide
force in SCCA B-Production racing, twisting back
roads, and boulevards alike—setting the course for
future Shelby Mustangs, like the big-block GT500.
Though those original Shelby Mustangs were done by
1970, Ford dusted off its Shelby relationship in 2006
and has been producing high-performance Ford
Mustang Shelbys ever since. This is a must-have read
for any fan of American performance cars, whether
you're a muscle-era original or a 21st-century
stormer.

1968 and One Half Ford Mustang GTPage 13/21
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California Special Recognition Guide and
Owner's Manual
Fast Ladies
BMW GS
Provides detailed instructions for the examination,
disassembly, maintenance, repair, reassembly, and
installation of small-block Ford eight cylinder engines

Australian National Bibliography
Millions of cars were equipped with SU carburetors.
This book is for those people who wish to tune SU
carburetors themselves, irrespective of how many
carburetors there are on the engine or what type of
engine it is you are dealing with.

Moody's Manual of Investments:
American and Foreign
This revised and updated color edition of How to
Rebuild the Small-Block Ford walks you step by step
through a rebuild, including: planning your rebuild,
disassembly and inspection, choosing the right parts,
machine work, assembling your engine, and first firing
and break-in.

How to Rebuild Small-Block Ford Engines
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How to Restore Your Mustang 1964
1/2-1973
Do-it-yourself and professional mechanics will
discover the right parts and components needed to
interchange across different models and years.

1949-50-51 Ford F-series Trucks Shop
Manual
By the time the 1969 model year rolled around, it was
well established that muscle cars were fast and
plentiful. Every manufacturer had at least one corner
of the showroom where the "go fast" guys could
congregate and discuss the merits and time slips of
the latest performance offerings. Competition being
what it was, the manufacturers were looking for ways
to entice potential buyers to choose their product
over ever-increasing offerings from the competition.
Some manufacturers tried to accomplish this with
affordable prices, some tried fancy marketing
schemes, and some created a look and a style that
screamed "performance" even when standing still.
The 1969 Mach I was Ford's attempt to create a
package and a style to match the performance of its
recently released and very potent 428-ci Cobra Jet
engine package. Displacing the still-available but
more conservative GT trim, the Mach I included
unique and innovative graphics and mechanical
innovations including shaker hood scoops, dual racing
mirrors, deluxe interiors, competition suspension,
dual chrome exhaust tips, and blacked-out hoods. The
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result was a wildly popular model that sold more than
70,000 units, compared to slightly more than 5,000
GT models for the year. Each volume in the In Detail
Series provides an introduction and historical
overview, an explanation of the design and concepts
involved in creating the car, a look at marketing and
promotion, an in-depth study of all hardware and
available options, and an examination of where the
car is on the market today. Also included are paint
and option codes, VIN and build tag decoders, as well
as production numbers.

1969 Ford Mustang Mach 1
It took a great deal of determination on the part of
women to sweep aside male resistance from the inner
circles of the motoring world. A veritable saga with a
wealth of illustrations spanning almost a century of
motor racing. Over forty unique portraits of daring,
brave women who took part in speed records events,
rallies and Grand Prix races.

Workshop Manual for All Ford Motor Cars
(1920)
"This work describes how Lee Iacocca and the
Fairlane Committee conceptualized and created the
new breed of four-seat, sporty "pony" cars, which
satisfied pent-up demand and filled a void in the
market (more than one million Mustangs were built
during the first two years of production)"--Provided by
publisher.
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Ford GT
The history of Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys and other
makers of diecast metal cars has been covered in
great detail in many books and magazine articles; by
contrast, information on plastic toy cars is much
harder to come by. Yet collectors are taking an
increasing interest in plastic cars, particularly as the
rise in the value of early diecast and tinplate models
has put many of these out of reach of the average
enthusiast. For the first time, this book aims to
provide a systematic introduction to the vast number
of plastic cars made during the 1950s and 1960s.
Years of research have enabled the author to uncover
many fascinating facts about the companies who
made these toys. Some were major players in the toy
industry, like Tri-ang and Brimtoy in the UK, Norev
and Minialuxe in France, Gama and Siku in Germany
and Ingap in Italy. Many others, though, were more
obscure, and some only modeled one car before
disappearing without trace. More than 250
photographs of these toys are included, with the
emphasis being on the most colorful and realistic
examples, all of them based on real vehicles of the
period. In many cases, the toy is pictured alongside
its original box, the presence of which can often
double the value of the item to a collector. Readers
will also find a handy glossary listing the names of
many of the companies who were active in this field in
the 1950s and 1960s, together with some evocative
period advertisements and catalogue illustrations. If
you thought that a model car had to be made of
diecast metal to be worth collecting, this book might
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change your mind . . . With 250 color photos,
extensive appendices and identification aids this is a
must have for any collector or dealer.

Plastic Toy Cars of the 1950s and 1960s
One of the most exciting new cars of 2004 is profiled
in this beautiful book. The Ford GT is the modern
version of the incredible GT40, a car created by Ford
in the 1960s to beat the Ferraris at Le Mans-which
they did! The success of the original GT40, coupled
with its great looks, made it one of the most popular
cars in automotive racing history. Ford has revived
the spirit of the original race car with perhaps its most
exciting new car in 30 years-the Ford GT. The new car
has lines taken straight off the original GT40 and
power supplied by a 500-hp V-8. Three Ford GTs will
be built in 2003 to commemorate the 1-2-3 victory at
Le Mans in 1966, and the car will see limited regular
production beginning in June 2004. This book includes
an in-depth analysis of how the car came to be,
complete with original interviews with Ford execs and
engineers as well as drawings of concept cars. Also
included is a short chapter summing up the origins
and race history of the GT40. Also a section
discussing the concepts for GT40 revivals. Many of
these cars have not been revealed in publications
previously.

Steve Magnante's 1001 Mustang Facts
Celebrate the 50th anniversary of Ford's iconic 1966
victory and get the detailed back story leading to that
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historic win--including the parts played by Enzo
Ferrari, Henry Ford II, and Carroll Shelby.

Mustang GT/CS Recognition Guide &
Owner's Manual
In the past, restoration guides have provided
authenticity information, such as accurate paint
codes, badges, wheels, and other equipment. A bona
fide hands-on how-to book for restoring your Mustang
from the ground up has not been offered for years.
This unique guide will cover the restoration process
for every major component group and also provide
detailed step-by-step restoration information for the
most important procedures. With clear, insightful
color photography to accompany this how-to
information, any at-home restorer can confidently
restore a car and save a substantial amount of money
in the process. While restomod books have shown
how to install latest technology on vintage muscle
cars, this book will focus on factory-accurate
restorations, and some simple bolt-on upgrades that
do not detract from the collector value but rather
enhance the reliability and performance of the car.
How to Restore Your Mustang 1964-1/2-1973delivers
a detailed explanation for finding the right model,
how to assess condition, how to spot a fake, and how
to select the right car within your budget. In addition,
the book will cover how to plan, prepare, and select
the right tools. This unique guide will cover the
restoration process for every major component group
and also provide detailed step-by-step restoration
information for the most important procedures. The
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latest techniques and best restoration products for
each system will be discussed and detailed. Also, the
book discusses how to source parts and what you
need to consider between new/old stock and
reproduction parts. Readers will also learn how to
determine if a certain task is best left for a
professional shop. All crucial aspects of restoration,
including engines, drivelines, body, interior, trim,
electrical systems, brakes, steering, and suspension
will be profiled.
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